
 

 

Terms of use  Ziplinepark Elmstein 
 
Before entering the Ziplinepark, each participant has to read the terms of use. With his signature the participant is confirming  
unreservedly that he understands and  accepts the terms of use. Legitimates to concern from persons under age are responsible 
by their own for the surveillance during the visit as well as during the field trips. The legitimates to concern are confirming  with 
their signature  that they have internalized the terms of use and that they are solely responsible for their companions under age 
during the complete stay. 
 
Visitors have to confirm that photos taken during the vistit of the Ziplinepark may be used for the purpose of  the Zipline 
Elmstein UG (limited) (otherwise please inform our staff). 
 
Ticket prices according  parknotice /Website. 
 
Conditions 
 
The Ziplinepark is accessible to users older than 12 years, not suffering in physical or psychological limitations, which may cause  
own or foreign endangering during the visit. Persons with a higher weight that 120 kg are not allowed to enter the park. 
Persons under drugs and alcohol influence are not allowed to enter the park. 
 
Security rules 
Each visitor has to take part in security instructions. All  instructions of the staff are bindingly. 
In the parcour the participant is continuously protected with a corresponding pair of snap links. While sliding the ziplines the 
snap links have to be placed in front of a carried rope roll. Make sure that nobody is in the arrival area. Both legs have to be 
stretched forward, at the end it has to be stopped/braked with one hand behind the roll. Only one person is allowed to be on a 
single zipline. 
At the base jumps you have to make sure that the installed snap link has to be clicked in the security link of your own belt. 
Afterwards your have to put your own snap link on, which has to be remained without weight. Jump off the platform directly on 
the abseil device. 
Long hair has to be tied together with hair rubber or by wearing a hat. It is not allowed to carry subjects that may cause danger 
for the participant or other visitors remaining  on the ground (photo, watches, jewellery, rucksack, mobile, etc.). Prohibition of 
smoking in the entire forest. It is a criminal offence to cause deliberate damages, especially  trees or parts of trees (bark, roots, 
twigs)! 
 
Our staff reserves itself the right to exclude careless persons from using the park. Our staff has to  stopp all park activities in case 
of fire, thunderstorm, etc. In this case no refundation of the ticket price. 
 
Equipment 
 
The park operator provides the equipment – double self-protection, double rope roll, complete belt – for the duration of your 
visit to the current price (see actual price list).  
It is not allowed to disappear with  park equipment. Damages  of park equipments has to be reported immediately. The 
participant confirms the getting of the complete equipment. 
 
Liability 
 
Entrance in the park at your own risk. The provider is liable  for damage for property and property losses in case of to intent and 
gross negliance caused be park staff. The Ziplinepark Elmstein UG (limited) accepts no liability for any loss or claims caused by 
disregarding the terms of rules or caused by false informations. 
No liability for keeping individual subjects. 

 


